Non-Threshold Bottom Pivot

Threshold is positioned against the jamb, on the centerline, and secured to the floor. Pivot, placed against fingerguard, is then secured to threshold.

Finish Floor under Door and Swing area not exceed 1/4” out of level.

Standard Bottom Pivot with Threshold

Fingerguard secured to jamb on pivot side (secured to both jambs if pair).

Jamb secured with #14 x 3” Flat-Head Sheet Metal Screw (3 Plcs. each Jamb)

Header secured with #14 x 1 1/2” Hex-Head Sheet Metal Screws (2 places min.)

Wood or metal studding (or standard curtainwall) to be provided to allow Horton header and jambs to be secured as shown. Fasteners provided by factory. Alternate fasteners provided by authorized Horton installer.

Finish Floor under Door and Swing area not exceed 1/4” out of level.

Standard Packages

Fingerguard

Bottom Pivot

1/2” tall ADA Compliant Threshold

Non-Threshold Bottom Pivot

Plastic Anchors

Threshold is positioned against the jamb, on the centerline, and secured to the floor. Pivot, placed against fingerguard, is then secured to threshold.

Horton Automatics reserves the right to alter its product and specifications without notice. Dimensions given in U.S. inches followed by millimeters in parenthesis.